DP WORLD CHENNAI EARNS STRINGENT ISO 28000 SECURITY
CERTIFICATION
Chennai, Dubai, 26 March, 2008: - The Chennai terminal of DP World, the global port operator,
proudly announces its certification under the ISO 28000 standard for supply chain security
management. Chennai now joins DP World’s Nhava Sheva and Mundra International Container
Terminals as the only three facilities in India to be so recognized. Southern India’s trade fraternity
and its global partners will rest assured that their containers are in safe hands while transiting DP
World Chennai.
With heightened concern over global supply chain security, ISO 28000 certification is a major step
towards enhancing South India’s trade competitiveness. Mindful that security does not stop at the
terminal gates, DP World Chennai has also taken extensive efforts to build security awareness
throughout the supply chain, with importers and exporters, warehousing facilities, shipping lines and
road and rail carriers.
ISO 28000 sets in place processes and mechanisms to address security vulnerabilities at strategic
and operational levels, and to assist with the establishment of preventive action plans. DP World
Chennai’s certification followed a stringent audit of the facility, focused principally on container
security, physical access controls, personnel security, procedural security, security training and
threat awareness building, related business partner requirements and IT Security. The standard
complements all international security legislative codes currently in force at DP World terminals.
Certification was undertaken by globally recognized Rotterdam-based Dutch auditing firm and
Maritime Classification Society of Excellence DET NORSKE VERITAS (DNV).
Mr Ennarasu Karunesan, Director & CEO, DP World Chennai said:
“Being the first container terminal on the East Coast of India to earn the ISO 28000 security
Certification is a huge honour. This is a very proud moment for all at DP World Chennai, and very
important, for it gives our customers that much more confidence in our system.”
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About DP World
DP World is one of the largest marine terminal operators in the world, with 49 terminals(1) and 12 new
developments across 31 countries(2). Its dedicated, experienced and professional team of nearly 30,000
people serves customers in some of the most dynamic economies in the world.

DP World aims to enhance customers’ supply chain efficiency by effectively managing container, bulk and
other terminal cargo. The company constantly invests in terminal infrastructure, facilities and people, working
closely with customers and business partners to provide quality services today and tomorrow, when and
where customers need them.
In taking this customer-centric approach, DP World is building on the established relationships and superior
level of service demonstrated at its flagship Jebel Ali facility in Dubai, which has been voted “Best Seaport in
the Middle East” for 14 consecutive years.
In 2008, DP World handled more than 46.8 million TEU (twenty-foot equivalent container units) across its
portfolio from the Americas to Asia – an increase of 8% on 2007. With a pipeline of expansion and
development projects in key growth markets, including India, China and the Middle East, capacity is expected
to rise to around 95 million TEU over the next ten years.
www.dpworld.com
(1) DP World Djen Djen in Algeria will join the portfolio in the first half of 2009.
(2) As of March 2009.

